"Imaging of Cerebrovascular Disease" is an excellent radiologic compendium of vascular diseases in the central nervous system today. Well-illustrated cases cover the gamut of neurovascular disease in this informative neuroimaging review.

As this book meets its purpose of MRI illustration and correlation with neurovascular disease, it presents clear images with concise associated informative text. All MR images are well chosen, being of high quality and acquired using modern techniques. All too often, current texts use older images from less than state of the art imaging equipment.

The author has successfully established the conceptual links between the multiple modalities presented. The cases seamlessly connect the intricacies of this high level imaging in a manner that can be well understood by all readers, even those with just a basic understanding of neurovascular disorders. The book may be used for review and learning, or be utilized as a detailed resource. The information contained can equally be used in academic and non-academic settings.

As a neuroradiologist, I highly recommend "Imaging of Cerebrovascular Disease" to anyone with an interest in the radiology of neurovascular disease demonstrated with real world high quality neuroimaging techniques.
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